
1. What is something good that happened today?
2. Describe one good thing I can do for someone?
3. What is one good thing I enjoy in my house? or about my house?
4. Think back, what’s one good thing someone did for me recently?
5. What's the one good thing I love about my best friend?
6. What is one good thing about my neighborhood?
7.7. What is the one good thing I wish for the world?
8. What is a good  life lesson  I have learned?
9. Is there something good that came from 2020?
10. What good thing am I waiting for in 2021?
11. What negative thing happened to me that turned out to be good in the end?
12. What is something good about my job/work?
13. What is one good thing I can do for my family today?
14.14. What is one good thing about Instagram?
15. What good things I can say about the US (add your country)?
16. How can I learn to see and recognize all the goodness around me?
17. How can I teach others to see all the goodness around them?
18. How could I teach a child see the good in others and in themselves?
19. How can I turn a negative event into something good?
20. Is there something good I can do on a daily bases and share with others?
21. Is the21. Is there something I see in nature that reminds me of good things?
22. Struggles aren’t always bad- What have I struggled with that was meant to be good?
23. Laughter is a good thing. How can I make laughter a part of my life and my family?
24. What are some comfort things I can do this Fall to make it a good season?
25. What are some good things I can do or share with a  group-even during Covid-19?
26. What are some good traditions I can do for my family to remind them life is good?
27. Research organizations that are doing good things in the world, what did I learn?
28.28. What is something good I can do for my community ?
29. Second chances are a good thing. who or what have I given a second chance to?
30. Seeing the good in the bad, is it possible?
31. Seeing the good in everyone, how can I do that?

"One question a day" 
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